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H. Gilbert Welch, MD (from the McDougall February 2012 ASW) Speaks Out on Amy 

Robach's Double Mastectomy Following a Mammogram 

ABC's Amy Robach discovered h er breast cancer after an "on-air mammogram" on October 1st, 2013 for "Good Morning 

America's Pink Day." Th e news was announced to th e world on November 11, 2013 on this n ational early morning TV 

show, and her doctors told h er bluntly that this test saved her life. Her public efforts, she believes, will save many 

other women's lives by encouraging them to have their breasts examined. The scientific truth tells a far different sto-

ry, one of great h arm done, when celebrities go public about their diseases. The facts are: 

If 2000 women are screen ed regularly for 10 years, one will  benefit from the screening, as she will avoid dying 

from breast cancer. 

At the same time, 10-20 h ealthy women will, as a consequ ence, become cancer patients and will be treated un-

necessarily. 

Furthermore, about 200 healthy women will experience 

a false alarm (resulting in anxiety and worry, often followed 

by further testing and treatments). 

Because of these solid conclusions about the failings of 

mammograms, the most respected body of scientists world-

wide, th e Cochrane Collaboration, stopped recommending 

mammograms in 2012. 

 

CNN Opinion by Dr. Welch (November 20, 2013) 

Editor's note: H. Gilbert Welch is a professor of medicin e 

at the Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical 

Prac tice and a co-author of "Overdiagnosed: Making People 

Sick in the Pursuit of Health." 

(Welch to CNN) -- I don't want to write this. 

As part of breast cancer awareness month, a 40-year-old 

anchor had her first mammogram on morning television. And 

last week the anchor, Amy Robach, underwent a double 

mastectomy after announcing she had cancer, and saying -- 

in front of 5 million viewers -- that "having a mammogram 

saved my life." 

And I feel th e obligation to point out that oth er possibilities 

are more likely. 

http://www.eonline.com/news/481565/amy-robach-s-husband-tweets-an-update-following-her-double-mastectomy
http://abcnews.go.com/GMA/video/amy-robach-breast-cancer-diagnosis-mammogram-air-change-20848609
http://www.thennt.com/nnt/screening-mammography-for-reducing-deaths/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cochrane_collaboration
http://www.drmcdougall.com/misc/2012nl/may/mammography.htm
http://www.drmcdougall.com/misc/2012nl/may/mammography.htm
http://www.cnn.com/2013/11/20/opinion/welch-mammogram-robach
http://www.cnn.com/2013/11/11/showbiz/celebrity-news-gossip/amy-robach-gma-cancer/
http://www.eonline.com/news/481565/amy-robach-s-husband-tweets-an-update-following-her-double-mastectomy
http://www.eonline.com/news/481565/amy-robach-s-husband-tweets-an-update-following-her-double-mastectomy
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcQhgj8zKow
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcQhgj8zKow
http://www.drmcdougall.com/health/education/videos/advanced-study-weekend-experts/dr-h-gilbert-welch-the-pros-and-cons-of-mammograms/
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To understand why, you n eed to kn ow h ow doctors now think about cancer: in terms of turtles, rabbits and birds.  The 

goal i s not to let any of th e animals escape the barnyard pen to become deadly. But the turtles aren't going anywhere 

anyway. They are the indolent, nonlethal cancers. Th e rabbits are ready to hop out at any time. Th ey are th e poten-

tially lethal cancers, cancers that might be stopped by early detection and treatment. Then there are th e birds. Quite 

simply, they are already gon e. They are the most aggressive cancers, the ones that have already spread by th e time 

they are detectable, the ones that are beyond cure. 

Before I go through th e oth er possibilities, let me be clear about something: I know Robach has been through an emo-

tionally gut-wrenching month. I know sh e is worried about her children. I know h er parents are worried about her. 

And I truly hope the mammogram served a purpose -- that it saved h er life. 

It is understandable that any woman with a screening-detected cancer would want to believe this. But all women  con-

templating mammography should understand the oth er possibilities. 

One possibility  is that it  could not save a life, th at the woman wi ll ultimately die from her disease. Thankfully this 

possibility is th e least likely. Yet in every trial of screening, some women die from breast cancer despite its being de-

tected early. It's not the mammogram's fault, it's the bird's fault. The birds are th e reason why th e rate at which 

women present with metastatic breast cancer in th e United States remains unchanged, despite three decades of 

widespread screening mammography. 

Another possibility is that early detection was unnecessary -- that sh e could have done just as well had her cancer 

progressed to th e point sh e noticed a breast lu mp. Doctors are getting pretty good at dealing with rabbits. While the 

news media tends to focus on screening, the bigger story in breast cancer is the dramatic improvement in treatment 

over the last 20 years. Ironically, the better we are at treating breast cancer - the less important it  is to screen for it.  

The final possibility is that she was overdiagnosed -- diagnosed with a cancer that may not have been destined to ever 

bother her. Cancer biologists now recognize that small collections of abnormal cells may meet th e pathological crite-

ria for cancer, yet n ever progress to affect the patient. In other words, her cancer may have been a turtle: it may not 

have been going anywhere anyway. While doctors used to debate whether turtles really existed in breast cancer, now 

the debate is about h ow many turtles exist. 

Even th e program that promotes screening mammography in the United Kingdom now acknowledges that women are 

three times more likely to be overdiagnosed than th ey are to have th eir "life saved." 

Some research ers think the overdiagn osed to lives-saved ratio is closer to 10 to 1. 

Others might argu e it's considerably less. Overdiagnosis is n otoriously difficult to quantify. But most agree overdiagno-

sis is more common than having your life saved. 

That nuance is lost in th e powerful survivor stories th at appear regular ly in the media. Of course, everyon e wants to 

interpret th em as evidence of the benefit of mammograms. Unfortunately, th e more likely interpretation is that they 

represent evidence of harm: unnecessary surgery, ch emotherapy and/or radiation. 

Why is this important? Video images of individuals purported to be helped exaggerate the benefit of mammography, 

while hiding its harms. Th ey impede efforts to balance the process, such as screening less frequently or starting later 

in life. And they give more weight to the idea that the way to deal with cancer is to find more of it.  

Why don't I want to write this? Because n o on e wants to dispute the interpretation of a well-meaning cancer patient 

who is trying to help people. And no on e wants to make a difficult situation any harder. But news stories about health 

-- particularly on television -- are too driven by powerful personal an ecdotes. Th e public deserves more nuance. 

Dr. Welch was the keyn ote speaker for th e February 2012 McDougall  Advanced Study Weekend. He is a gen eral intern-

ist at th e White River Junction VA and a professor of Medicine at th e Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Cl ini-

cal Research. He is the author of two national best selling books, Should I Be Tested for Cancer? Maybe not and here's 

why (UC Press 2004) and Overdiagn osed: Making people sick in the pursuit of health (Beacon Press 2011). He has also 

authored many articles on mammography in leading medical journal, including the New England Journal of Medic ine 

and to the Journal of the National Cancer Institute. 

http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa1206809
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa1206809
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/nov/22/increase-survival-rates-cancer-types
http://www.cancerscreening.nhs.uk/breastscreen/publications/nhsbsp.pdf
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1388137/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22025097
http://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJMc1215494
http://jnci.oxfordjournals.org/content/102/9/605.full.pdf+html
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